EVERYBODY
John Prine

Intro: [C]    [G]    [D]    [G]
G                           C        |        G
WHILE OUT SAILING ON THE OCEAN. WHILE OUT SAILING ON THE SEA
A7                 D7
I BUMPED INTO THE SAVIOUR AND HE SAID "PARDON ME"
G                           C        |        G
I SAID "JESUS, YOU LOOK TIRED". HE SAID "JESUS, SO DO YOU"
C                     D        |        G
WANT-CHU SIT DOWN SON 'CAUSE I GOT SOME FAT TO CHEW

Chorus:
G                           C        |        G
EVERYBODY NEEDS SOMEBODY THAT THEY CAN TALK TO
A7                 D7
SOMEONE TO OPEN UP THEIR EARS AND LET THAT TROUBLE THROUGH
G                           C        |        G
NOW YOU DON'T HAVE TO SYMPATHIZE OR CARE WHAT THEY MAY DO
C                     D        |        G
BUT EVERYBODY NEEDS SOMEBODY THAT THEY CAN TALK TO.

[C]    [G]    [D]    [G]
G                           C        |        G
WELL, HE SPOKE TO ME OF MORALITY, STARVATION, PAIN AND SIN
G                           C        |        G
MATTER OF FACT THE WHOLE DANG TIME I ONLY GOT A FEW WORDS IN
G                           C        |        G
BUT I WON'T SQUAWK. LET 'EM TALK. HELL, IT'S BEEN A LONG LONG TIME
C                     D        |        G
AND ANY FRIEND THAT'S BEEN TURNED DOWN IS BOUND TO BE A FRIEND OF MINE.

Repeat Chorus:
G                           C        |        G
NOW WE SAT THERE FOR AN HOUR OR TWO JUST EATIN' THAT GOSPEL PIE
A7                 D7
WHEN AROUND THE BEND COME A TERRIBLE WIND AND LIGHTNING LIT THE SKY
G                           C        |        G
HE SAID SO LONG SON I GOTTA RUN. I APPRECIATE YOU LISTENING TO ME
C                     D        |        G
AND I BELIEVE I HEARD HIM SING THESE WORDS AS HE SKIPPED OUT ACROSS THE SEA

Repeat Chorus:
G                           C        |        G
BUT EVERYBODY NEEDS SOMEBODY THAT THEY CAN TALK TO.
[C]    [D]    [G]
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